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 For polymers near the glass transition, the dynamics in some regions can be 
orders of magnitude different compared with the dynamics in other regions only a few 
nanometers away, so called spatial heterogeneity [1]. In this thesis, single molecule 
fluorescence microscopy as a powerful tool, was applied to study the spatially 
heterogeneous dynamics, both orientational and translational, within the polymer matrix 
near the glass transition temperature. With our total internal reflection fluorescence 
microscopy (TIRFM) methods, many individual fluorescent dye molecules embedded in 
the poly (isopropyl acrylate) (PIPA) thin films can be simultaneously excited. Their 
emission patterns are analyzed using our orientation determination methods [2] to give 
the true 3D orientational trajectories of the individual molecules. At Tg < T < 1.2 Tg, 
single molecule tracking was used to study the dye molecules’ translational diffusion. 
Results show that, below 1.1 Tg, the probe molecules are in the confined flow region [3]; 
at T > 1.1 Tg, the diffusion follows normal diffusion model; at T = 1.2 Tg, although the 
statistical results shows that normal random walk behavior is followed, the individual 
molecules still show different diffusion behaviors, clear evidence of the spatial 
heterogeneity that still exists at this temperature. 
 The second part of this thesis is a development of the 3-detector method to 
determine the 3D orientation of single molecules [4]. This method is based on the work 
proposed by Fourkas [4] in 2001. Results utilizing this experimental setup are compared 
with our emission pattern fitting methods. The results show that, with a little bit higher 
error range (10º in θ, 20º in φ), the 3-detector method can give agreeable orientation 
 x
fittings, further more, with higher time resolution of < 10 ms. This 3-detector method is 








1-1 Translational-orientational diffusion in glassy state polymer   
 One of the most challenging problems in polymer and materials science is an 
understanding of the glass transition of polymers. Because of the technical and scientific 
importance of the glass transition, the research on polymers near the glass transition has 
enormously intensified in the past few years [5]. The glass transition is different from 
solidification by crystallization. The latter is a phase transition with a well defined 
thermodynamics transition temperature, the crystallization temperature. But polymers, or 
so-called super-cooled liquids, undergo significant changes in both thermodynamic and 
dynamic properties. At high temperature these materials are in the rubbery state and are 
viscous liquids.  The viscosity increases as cooling proceeds down to the glass transition 
temperature Tg. The increase of viscosity is continuous and can be more than 10 orders of 
magnitude near Tg  in comparison with the viscosity in the rubbery state [6]. 
 Fig 1.1 (a) [1] is a plot of the specific volume, VSP, as a function of temperature 
for a typical liquid that undergoing different thermodynamic changes. When cooling from 
high temperature, a “normal” liquid may crystallize at Tm. The changes in VSP on cooling 
is one convenient way to define Tg. Tg is an important material property; it is the most 
useful parameter in estimating the mechanical properties of a glass forming material. Fig 
1.1 (b) shows some dynamic characteristics of supercooled liquids. Viscosity is a 
macroscopic character of the dynamics of a supercooled liquid, and is dramatically 
increased as Tg is approached. For o-terphenyl, the viscosity increases 11 orders of 




 s [7]. This is an extremely long time compared to the pico-second range 
rotation correlation times observed in a “typical” liquid [7].  
 
Fig 1.1 Thermodynamics (a) and rotational dynamics (b) properties of super-
cooled liquids. Reproduced from Ref [1] 
(a) The specific volume VSP as a function of temperature for a typical liquid. 
(b) (solid lines) Viscosity of three different liquids.  
             (open circles) NMR measurement of the rotational correlation times for  
                  o- terphenyl.  
 
 It is useful to classify supercooled liquids between “strong” and “fragile” 
behavior. See the left figure in Fig 1.1, liquids like o-terphenyl, which show a strong non-
Arrhenius temperature dependence as Tg is approached, have been characterized by 
Angell as “fragile” liquids [8].  Materials like SiO2, with Arrhenius temperature 
dependence for η (T), are known as “strong”. A very interesting phenomenon was 
uncovered on the deeply supercooled fragile liquids by nuclear magnetic resonance 
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(NMR) experiments and forced Rayleigh scattering experiments [7, 9, 10], the 
translational motion is “enhanced” more than 100 times relative to the orientational 
motion, so-called translation-rotation diffusion paradox [11].  
 It has become traditional to interpret translational and rotational diffusion of 
individual molecules in liquids by the Stokes-Einstein-Debye model [12-14]. This model 
predicts that the translational and rotational diffusion coefficients can be expressed as 
following equations: 




=       (1a) 




=       (1b) 
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, η is the bulk viscosity, and R is the radius of the 
molecular sphere. Dtrans and Drot measure the rates of increase of mean-square positional 
displacement, ( )2rδ  and angular displacement, ( )2δθ  of the Brownian particles:  
   ( ) tDr transδδ 6
2 ≅      (2a) 
   ( ) tDrotδδθ 4
2 ≅      (2b) 
The Stokes-Einstein-Debye model is remarkably successful in rationalizing data for a 
wide range of liquids in their higher temperature range (T ≥ Tm), and in the moderately 
supercooled temperature range (T ≥ 1.2 Tg) [12-14]. The temperature variations of the 
Dtrans and Drot in this temperature range appear proportional to T/η. However, when the 
temperature is lowered below 1.2Tg, the supercooled fragile liquids begin to upset this 
traditional situation. On one hand, the rotational diffusion rate continues to follow Eq 
(1b) reasonably well, while on the other hand translational diffusion occurs “too fast” 
near Tg in comparison with the prediction of Eq (1a). Upon approaching Tg, the 
discrepancy is often 2 orders of magnitude or more [7, 9, 10]. In other words, for Tg < T < 
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1.2 Tg, there is an apparent “enhancement” of translation relative to rotation. This means 
that a probe molecule can translate tens of molecular diameters before it rotates 45º [7, 
15].  
 It has been argued [16] that these effects arise from differently averaged 
measurements due to spatial heterogeneity. Near the glass transition, the dynamics in one 
region of a supercooled liquid can be orders of magnitude faster than the dynamics in 
another region only a few nanometers away. The translational and rotational experiments 
average differently over the heterogeneity. When performing rotational diffusion 
experiments, molecules in more mobile region (fast region), reorient quickly and are 
responsible for the fast initial decay in the correlation function, while molecules in less-
mobile regions (slow region) are responsible for the long tail of the function [1]. Because 
the rotational correlation time is the integral of the correlation function, the integral is 
more sensitive to the long tail compared to the fast initial decay. In contrast, translational 
diffusion experiments measure the spatial displacement of probe molecules as a function 
of time. In spatially heterogeneous environments, molecular translation would have the 
option to move around the slow region rather than enter into it. Then the translational 
diffusion coefficient would be biased towards the faster portion of the distribution.  
 Due to the consequences of averaging over different portions of the diffusion 
distribution, the observed diffusion processes might appear to be misleading. Single 
molecule methods may give a better answer to this problem. Single molecule 
orientational microscopy can provide both the rotational and translational motion without 
having to average over a bulk ensemble, thus seems an ideal tool to the study of the 
“paradox”. 
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1-2 Single molecule fluorescence microscopy 
 The popularity of single molecule experiments has grown tremendously over the 
past two decades, and has become a powerful technique for exploring the individual 
nanoscale behavior of molecules in complex local environments. Standard ensemble 
measurements yield the average value of a parameter for a large number of copies of the 
molecule of interest. In contrast, single molecule spectroscopy (SMS) completely 
removes the ensemble averaging, which allows construction of a histogram of the actual 
distribution of values for an experimental parameter. It is clear that the distribution 
contains more information than the average value alone. The details of the underlying 
distribution become crucially important when the system under study is heterogeneous, 
such as polymers, or glasses. Fortunately, a single molecule can be a local reporter of its 
“nanoenvironment”. Another advantage of SMS measurements is that, in a time-
dependent process, initial synchronization is not required. For example, an enzymatic 
system may be in one of several catalytic states, and in an ensemble measurement the 
initial synchronization is required but is quickly lost due to the uncorrelated subsequent 
dynamics of individual enzymes. However if a single molecule is observed, any one 
molecule of the ensemble is in only one state at a given time, making different states 
available for study [17]. 
 One of the most successful approaches in single molecule techniques is single 
molecule fluorescence microscopy. The two common experimental setups for measuring 
fluorescence at the single molecule level are confocal microscopy and total internal 
reflection (TIR) fluorescence microscopy (Fig 1.2) [18]. In confocal microscopy (Fig 1.2, 
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panel a), a laser is focused to a diffraction-limited spot at the sample plane and excites 
only a small volume. Emitted fluorescence and back scattered laser light are then 
collected by the same microscope objective. Residual laser light is filtered out by an 
emission filter, and fluorescence is focused by the microscope tube lens through a pinhole 
aperture located at the microscope image plane. The pinhole serves to spatially reject out-
of-focal-plane light and gives improved axial resolution. The diameter of the pinhole 
determines the absolute depth of field for a confocal image. This confocal advantage 
helps with SMS, since a smaller depth of the sample surrounding the single molecule is 
allowed to be detected by the detector, the background is reduced and signal-to-noise 
ratio can be increased. After the pinhole, the emission can be spit into multiple channels 
for acquisition. Also in order to image many molecules, a piezo electronic nano-
positioning stage is often used to scan the sample.  
TIR microscopy [19] can also be used to observe single molecules with high 
sensitivity. The two types of TIR microscopy commonly used differ largely by how the 
excitation light is brought to the sample: through a prism or directly through the 
objective. Fig 1.2 panel b shows the through prism TIR setup (the through objective TIR 
will be discussed in detail in next chapter). TIR is generated at a high-index to low-index 
boundary, mostly at the interface between a glass cover slip and air, and only 
fluorophores that are sufficiently close to the interface will be excited. The fluorescence 
is then collected by the microscope objective and is recorded by a CCD camera. The 
benefit of TIR microscopy over confocal microscopy is that a large area of the sample 
can be imaged simultaneously, and the drawback of this method is that the CCD camera 





Fig 1.2 Conventional experiment setups used for single molecule fluorescence 
microscopy (APD: Avalanche photodiode). a) A typical confocal microscope with both 
the excitation light and emission going through the objective lens. b) A through prism 
TIR fluorescence microscope where excitation light is reflected through a prism on top of 
the slide and the emission goes through the objective. Adapted from Ref [18] 
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 Different experimental methods have been developed to study different single 
molecule behaviors. Fluorescence resonant energy transfer (FRET) [20], for example, 
works well both in bulk and on the single molecule level for at least qualitatively 
measuring distances. FRET requires two fluorophores, one as donor and one as acceptor. 
When a fluorescent dye (donor) is excited by a light source, energy can be transferred to 
another dye (acceptor), when the donor and acceptor are separated by about 2~8 nm. This 
distance range is well suited for studying biomolecules.  Typically FRET measurements 
are performed between two different fluorescent dyes where the emission of the donor 
dye overlaps with the absorption of the acceptor. As the two molecules come closer 
together, the donor emission intensity decreases while the acceptor emission increases. 
Since the efficiency of the energy transfer has a strong dependence on the distance 
between the two molecules, small inter-molecule distance changes can be detected [21]. 
Since measurements of FRET can provide intra- or intermolecular distance data for 
proteins and their ligands, it is a sensitive measure of conformational change. So FRET is 
used to obtain structural maps of complex biological structures, primarily proteins and 
other macromolecular assemblies such as ribosomes and nucleosomes [22]. 
 Fluorescence imaging with one-nanometer accuracy (FIONA) [22] is a recently 
developed single molecule technique. A standard TIR microscopy setup is used for these 
experiments. The basic idea of FIONA is to accurately determine the position of the 
fluorescent dye molecule in the x, y plane by analyzing the fluorescence image or point 
spread function and curve-fitting it to a Gaussian function. By locating the position of the 
dye molecule before and after the molecule of interest has moved, a displacement of as 
small as ~1.5 nm can be detected.  
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 Both FRET and FIONA measure the lateral displacements of single molecules. To 
get the whole picture of the single molecules, single molecule polarization microscopy 
and three-dimensional orientational microscopy allow one to determine the angular 
orientation of single molecules.  
 Single molecule polarization techniques are based on the assumption that single 
fluorescent molecules preferably absorb photons with polarization aligned with the 
absorption dipole moment of the molecule of interest. Also, emitted photons are polarized 
along the direction of the emission dipole. One way to extract orientational information is 
via modulation of the excitation polarization [polarization modulation (PM)] [23]. If the 
molecule is static or rotating slowly with respect to the integration time, then one can 
observe a cosine-squared dependence of the fluorescence signal as the polarization of the 
excitation laser beam is rotated with respect to the molecular transition dipole. An 
alternative approach to get polarization information involves excitation with circularly 
polarized light and recording the emission into two orthogonal directions IS and IP [24]. 
The orientation obtained from the above polarization studies is a poor approximation to 
the 2-dimensional (in-plane) orientation. Many applications, however, require the 
knowledge of the true in-plane or complete three-dimensional (3D) spatial orientation of 
molecules and its changes in the course of time. This knowledge could lead to precise 
studies on the influence of the molecule environment on the molecule physical properties, 
to investigate external field effects, to measure the orientation factors in energy transfer 
processes, or to probe spatial heterogeneity in both material and biological systems. In 
the past, several techniques have been proposed to get the 3D orientation of single 
molecules [2, 4] [25-30]. Here single molecule orientational microscopy is developed 
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based on the through objective TIR experiment setup (detailed in Chapter 2). Because 
molecular emission occurs with a highly anisotropic sine-squared distribution relative to 
the transition dipole, observed single molecule emission patterns are uniquely 
characteristic of true 3D orientation. Three dimensional orientations are determined by 
analyzing the spatial distribution of emission imaged with a CCD camera. Measurement 
of many such emission patterns as a function of time enables true 3D orientation 




2-1 TIR fluorescence microscopy setup 
 
The experimental set up is based on an Olympus IX70 inverted fluorescence 
microscope (Fig 2.1). The 514 nm beam of an argon ion laser is passed through a quarter 
wave plate, reflected by a dichroic mirror and focused on the cover glass surface using a 
100×, 1.4 NA oil immersion objective (Olympus). The light undergoes total internal 
reflection at the sample-air interface. There are two advantages of total internal reflection 
(TIR). First, TIR is a convenient excitation light source because of its ability to generate 
any polarization light near a surface [31], so molecules can be optically excited regardless 
their orientation. Second, under TIR, the excitation light undergoes 100% reflection from 
the interface; the evanescent wave can only illuminate a range of ~100 nm from the 
interface [31], thus serving as a powerful tool to lower the fluorescence background, 
which is very important in single molecule studies.  
 The molecular fluorescence is collected using the same microscope objective, 
then passes through a 530 nm LP emission filter to reject the excitation source and 
imaged on to a high sensitivity back illuminated CCD camera ( DV887ECS-BV, Andor 












 Fig 2.1 TIRFM experimental set up. The excitation light is a 514 nm line of CW 
argon ion laser. The laser was focused with an achromatic doublet lens (180 mm focal 
length) and reflected into the microscope objective by a dichroic mirror.  The laser goes 
under TIR at the glass-air interface. The fluorescence emitted from the single molecules 
was collected by the same objective. [2] 
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2-2 Polymer thin film near the glass transition temperature 
 
 Experiments were carried out on a polymer thin film deposited on cleaned cover 
glass (BK7). The cover glass was cleaned by first putting into Nochromix with 
concentrated sulfuric acid solution overnight, then rinsed with DI water and methanol, 
dried with nitrogen gas, and finally put into UV-Ozone Photo Reactor (PR-100, Ultra-
Violet Products, CA) for 2 h before use. The polymer used was poly (isopropyl acrylate) 
(PIPA), Tg = 270 K, molecular weight, Mw~120,000 (Scientific Polymer Products, Inc.). 
PIPA was chosen because of the low glass transition temperature. As discussed in 
Chapter 1, this research is focused on the polymer in the Tg < T < 1.2 Tg range. However, 
since the experiments need to be performed on the microscope, the microscope 
objective’s working temperature range (< 60 ºC) sets the high temperature limit of the 
experiments. That required the polymer should have a Tg around 270K, so PIPA was 
selected. The dye used was Alexa
®
514 (Invitrogen). Alexa was chosen because its 
fluorescence at higher temperature (T ~ 60 ºC) is more stable compared with other dyes 
(data not shown). The chemical structure of PIPA and Alexa are shown in Fig 2.2.  
 
     
 





 Samples were prepared by spin-casting the polymer and dye in toluene solution 
(Alexa concentration is about 10
-9
 M) on to the cleaned cover glass. The resulting thin 
films were annealed at 330K for 10 h to remove residual solvent and to relax influences 
of the spin coating technique on the polymer conformation. The thickness of the polymer 
films were determined by a profilometer. The resulting polymer films were 
approximately 150 nm thick and the dye molecules were well separated. In polymer thin 
films, the glass transition temperature differs relative to their behavior in the bulk [32-34] 
because of the confinement effect at the nanometer size scale. The glass transition 
temperature in thin polymer films has been widely examined [35, 36], and can show 
different behaviors depending on materials and measurement techniques [37-39]. The 
results generally show a dependence of the Tg on the film thickness below 50~80 nm 
[40]. To make it simple, we select the film thickness range of ~150 nm, in this range, the 
polymer thin film can be treated as bulk [41, 42] and the bulk Tg is used as a reference for 
both the translational and orientational dynamics.  
 The sample was mounted onto a home-built microscope stage. Through this stage, 
vacuum of ~ 10
-5
 torr was applied to reduce the photo bleaching and the dye molecules 
can remain fluorescent longer. The stage also offers temperature control.  
 The position and orientation of the single dye molecules is studied by TIR 
fluorescence microscopy as discussed above. Single molecule tracking was used to study 
the translational motion at higher temperatures of 40ºC, 50ºC and 55ºC. Emission pattern 
fitting was used to study the orientational and translational motion at lower temperatures 
of 5 ºC and 10 ºC. The time resolution of the experiment is the integration time of the 





RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3-1 Emission pattern fitting to determine orientations of single molecules 
 
Single dye molecules are not isotropic light sources. When excited, they emit as 
anisotropic dipole sources. From this point, emission dipole fluorescence is emitted in a 
sine squared distribution relative to the dipole axis. Molecules with transition moments 
aligned along the optic axis emit light only at very high angles relative to the optic axis. 
In contrast, molecules perpendicular to the optic axis emit light primarily at low angles, 
directly into the microscope objective. Molecules, therefore, naturally exhibit emission 
patterns that are uniquely indicative of the molecular orientations [43] [2, 29]. 
Using a high numerical aperture (NA) objective, the orientation dependent 
fluorescence patterns can be collected and measured with a CCD detector. The collected 
single molecule fluorescence emission pattern is accurately modeled by the Kirchoff 
integral [2] 
























zyxI    (1) 
In this equation, I(x, y, z) is the single molecule fluorescence intensity as a function of 
detector position, I (θ, φ) is the dipole emission pattern defined by polar angles θ and φ 
relative to the interface normal, z is the microscope tube length, k is the wave vector 
magnitude and is equal to 2π/λ, a is the limiting aperture of the imaging system and ρ is 
the normalized aperture. The opd (ρ) is the optical path difference as function of ρ, and 
describes the nonideality of the imaging system. While aberrations can amplify emission 
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pattern anisotropy, single molecule emission dipole orientation information is directly 
obtainable from both aberrated and unaberrated single molecule images.  
The emission pattern data was fit by minimizing a goodness-of-fit parameter (χ
2
) 
while optimizing the angular orientations of the dipole, θ and φ. These parametric fits 
enable accurate 3-D orientation determinations for any single molecule. Fig. 3.1 shows 
typical CCD images of several dye molecules with different fluorescence emission 
patterns, indicating different orientations of the molecules.  
The left image of Fig 3.1 is an in-focus CCD image. Molecules with emission 
dipole perpendicular to the sample plane (parallel to the optic axis) are z oriented and 
appear as a “doughnut” like emission pattern, whereas molecules with the transition 
dipoles aligned in the x, y plane show a pattern of bright spots. The z oriented molecule 
emission patterns are spread out over enough pixels to extract orientation information of 
(θ, φ) through computer fitting [2].  
However, for the molecules aligned in the x, y plane, their emission patterns are 
concentrated on fewer pixels than are z-oriented molecules. So there are greater 
uncertainties in determining the true orientation of these in-plane molecules. This 
problem is solved by slightly moving objective up ~ 300 nm, to produce slightly out-of-





Fig 3.1 Typical CCD images of single molecules. Left: in-focus image. Right: 
out-of-focus image.  
 
Due to the high angle fluorescence collection efficiency performed by the high 
NA objective, out-of-focus images result from collecting more of the critical angle 
emission. The image asymmetry can be seen as “wings”. These wings are perpendicular 
to the dipole orientation in the x, y plane, and the displacement of the bright feature from 
the center of the wings gives precise information on both the angle with the optic axis and 
the position of the molecule. That enables the orientation fitting of the in-plane molecules 






Fig 3.2 Examples of fits of simulated images to experimental emission patterns. 
[2] The dye used is 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate 
(DiIC18), and the polymer used is poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA):  
A) is a z-oriented molecule, the doughnut emission pattern is readily fit, θ = 12º, φ = 6º. 
B) is an x, y oriented molecule, the emission pattern spread onto fewer pixels and is 
difficult to find a unique fit. C) is the out-of-focus image of molecule B, the asymmetry 
of the image indicate the position of the molecule and can be well fitted by the 
simulation, θ = 67º, φ = 271º. 
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Proper emission pattern fitting involves determination of the true position of the 
single molecule. For any arbitrary orientation, only the out-of-focus emission patterns can 
provide accurate molecular orientations and positions [2].  
 A faster way to do the emission pattern fitting is to use the orientational libraries 
[44].  The idea is, since the emission pattern observed from a given molecular orientation 
is both unique and characteristic of its true orientation, a library indexed in θ and φ can be 
written for a given set of optical conditions, see Fig 3.3. The library fitting method 
requires large numbers of images to be simulated first, but for each experimental setup, 
such libraries only need to be written once. The fitting procedure involves first 
normalizing the library to the data, then calculating the standard deviation between the 
experimental image and each image of the library. By searching the whole library, the 
lowest overall standard deviation gives the molecular orientation.  
 Similarly, the library fitting method works well with in-focus, z-oriented 
molecules. In order to fit in-plane molecules, at least one out-of-focus library is required 
also. If large enough libraries are simulated and searched, library fitting can give 
orientations with comparable accuracies with parametric fitting results, but much faster. 
In this respect, library fitting method was used to analyze the orientational and 
translational dynamics of single molecules in supercooled polymer matrix just above the 









Fig 3.3 Orientational libraries for a specific set of optical conditions. The libraries are 
indexed in θ and φ. The x-axis shows the φ changing from 0º~360º with 20º increments, 
and the y-axis is the θ changing from 0º~90º with 10º increments.  An in-focus 
orientational library is shown in the top panel and an out-of-focus orientational library 
shown in the bottom panel.  
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3-2 Single molecule tracking 
 
To study the translational diffusion of single dye molecules in polymer matrices 
near Tg, single particle tracking (SPT) was used. In our experiments, the translational 
diffusion coefficient can be obtained directly from the trajectory of the diffusing 
particles. At temperatures very close to Tg, T = 5 ºC and 10 ºC, the single molecule 
rotation is slow enough, so the orientational microscopy method is capable of following 
the molecular motions and can get both the orientational and translational trajectories. At 
high temperatures, T = 40 ºC, 50 ºC and 55 ºC, where the rotation of the single molecule 
is too fast, all molecular emission patterns are bright spots devoid of orientational 
information on the 100 ms timescale. It is also impossible to fit the emission pattern to 
get the positions. Under this situation, the single molecules are treated as single particles, 
and use the pixel with maximum intensity as the position of the single molecule to get the 
translational trajectory. The spatial resolution is the size of the pixel on the CCD camera, 
with 100× objective and 1.5× microscope expander, it’s ~ 50 nm. 
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3-3 Orientational and translational diffusion results 
Orientational diffusion 
 By employing our 3D orientational single molecule microscopy methods, the 
orientational changes of many single dye molecules (Alexa) in PIPA thin films can be 
recorded by CCD camera.  After fitting each emission pattern as a function of time, 
dipolar orientational trajectories ( )t,,ϕθµ  can be calculated and used to characterize the 
dye molecules’ dynamics within the polymer matrix. Fig 3.4 illustrates some 
representative molecular orientational trajectories and the different types of observed 
single molecule rotational motion in PIPA thin films. As seen in Fig 3.4, ranges in 
orientational motion vary drastically both in magnitude as well as in rates of orientational 
change. While all 188 analyzed molecules (104 molecules at 5ºC, 84 molecules at 10ºC) 
can be classified as either mobile or immobile, all molecular trajectories exhibited very 
different dynamics with wide-ranging characteristic time scales. As reporters of local 
environmental conditions, the different orientational dynamics are likely indicative of the 
polymer spatial heterogeneity surrounding the probe molecules on the nanometer scale. 
In the whole set of molecules, nearly half of the molecules (57% at 5ºC, 48% at 10ºC) 
remained locked in one preferred orientation. The other half (43% at 5ºC, 52% at 10ºC) 
was found to exhibit greater mobility with wide-ranging dynamics that sampled many 
orientations. These sets of mobile molecules can be further divided into three subset: 1) 
molecules exhibit fast, nearly free rotation about an average position, illustrated in Fig 
3.4 (black trace); molecules that show rotations in only one dimension, either θ or φ 
(green and pink traces); and molecules that occasionally reorient, changing between a 



























Fig 3.4 Typical orientation trajectories of single dye molecules in PIPA thin films. 
Different types of single molecule rotational motions are shown in polar coordinates: 
■ black: nearly free rotation  ■ green: rotation in φ 
■ pink: rotation in θ   ■ blue: a few preferred positions 

































Fig 3.5 Autocorrelation (subtracting the mean orientation) curves of the molecular 
motions. 
C. E: represent the autocorrelations of molecules remained locked in one preferred 
orientation.  




 The individual molecule orientational dynamics are characterized through the 
autocorrelation of the dot product of 0µ and τµ , where ( )00 ,, tϕθµµ =  is the initial 
dipole orientation and τµ , is the dipole orientation of all subsequent time steps: 
ττ µµ ⋅= 0P . This “memory function” calculates the overlap of the dipole with its 
original position as a function of delay (τ), thereby providing a full description of the 
rotational dynamics. In polymer thin films near Tg, the spatial restriction results in a 
significant overlap of the time-dependent fast dynamics and the time-averaged 
orientational mean. This 3D single molecule mean dipole orientation can be subtracted 
from the orientation at each step, and produce the autocorrelation that emphasizes the 
uncorrelated fast rotational motions characterizing the individual sites [30].  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )200 ˆˆˆ µµµµµµτ τ −−⋅−=P    (2) 
Probe molecules that demonstrate only one preferred orientation did not display 
interesting rotational dynamics. However, for those probe molecules that sampled many 
orientations and reoriented among several preferred orientations, oscillatory behavior 
could be seen clearly in the correlation function. See Fig 3.5.  This is the illustration of 
spatial heterogeneity within the polymer thin films at the experimental timescale. These 
autocorrelation functions are then fit to an oscillating exponential decay:  
( ) ( )320 cos1 AAeAP
A −⋅= − ττ τ      (3) 
Where A0, A1, A2 and A3 are the amplitude, correlation time constant, oscillatory 
frequency and phase factor, respectively. This equation was fitted to the observed 
exponential autocorrelation decay, then the characteristic decay time, τ, can be extracted. 
Because the molecule is rotationally restricted, the autocorrelation decay can be loosely 
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related to a pseudo rotational diffusion constant that indicates the time scale for losing 
memory of the initial dipole orientation [30]. The distribution of the pseudo rotational 
correlation time constant histogram is shown in Fig 3.6. Because probe molecules are 
rigidly held in polymer films, the molecule must overcome an energy barrier before 
orientational motion occurs. Each activation energy barrier is unique for the specific 
probe molecule’s local environment. As seen in Fig 3.6, the majority of the molecule 
population occurs at slow rates (longer correlation time), however, a significant 
population displays faster rates with shorter correlation time. Although molecules at 
higher temperature are expected to show faster rotational rates, the experimental data 
show there is no significant difference between 5 ºC and 10 ºC. Our experimental 
limitation comes from the short “live” time before photo bleaching of the Alexa 
fluorescent dye molecule. Although vacuum was applied on the sample, the dye 
molecules still inevitably photo bleach in a rather short time under laser excitation 
(mostly within two minutes). At the same time, our 3D emission pattern fitting method 
requires enough photons, distributed onto a large area of the CCD, to be colleted. This 
requirement limits studies to slow rotational motions, for which the correlation times are 
longer than our experimental time scale. Fourkas [4] proposed a method that can 
determine the 3D orientation of the single molecules at a much faster time resolution. In 
Chapter 4, our experiment of this 3-detector single molecule orientation determination 


































Fig 3.6 Histogram of exponential decay constants for molecules’ rotational 




The simplest mode for a diffusing particle is isotropic random walk, or in other 
words, Brownian motion. In a random walk, the mean square displacement (MSD) of a 
diffusing particle ( )tr 2  in two dimensions follows a linear dependence with time: 
( ) Dttr 42 =        (4) 
Equation (4), the Einstein equation for a two-dimensional random walk, is the central 
equation in most diffusion studies. In the microscopic model, the diffusion coefficient D 
describes the area that the particles explore per unit of time during its random walk. 
 Starting from a trajectory sampled in time intervals δt, it is easy to calculate the 
mean square displacement ( )tr 2  for every time lag t = nδt (n is the number of sample 
periods between two positions in the trajectory). There are two ways to calculate the 
MSD for a given time lag δt, by averaging over all pairs of points δt time steps apart, or 
by averaging over independent pairs of points δt time steps apart [45]. Most of the 
researchers use the average over all pairs; so does our experiment.  
 The individual mean square displacements do not necessarily follow a linear 
dependence with the observation time. In real systems, the diffusion of an individual 
particle is often influenced by local anisotropies, such as obstacles, regions with a 
uniform flow, regions with increased viscosity or spatially heterogeneity. These 
influences are visualized as deviations from the linear behavior in a ( )tr 2  versus time 
plot [3]. For some specific cases, it is possible to derive analytically a mathematical 
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formula that describes the time dependence of the MSD. A simple collection of such 
diffusion equations is given below [3]: 
( ) nDttr 22 =     random walk in n-dimensions (5) 
( ) αDttr 42 =     anomalous 2D-diffusion  (6) 
( ) ( )22 4 VtDttr +=     2D-diffusion with flow  (7) 
( ) ( )[ ]22122 4exp1 CC rDtAArtr −−≅  confined motion   (8) 
In these equations the MSD as a function of time relate to a diffusion coefficient D. 
Equations 5 ~ 8 are plotted in Fig 3.7.  
 
Fig 3.7 Mean square displacements (MSD) as a function of time for different types of 
diffusion models. The four curves relate to equations (5) ~ (8).  The parameters are 
modified in order to separate different models clearly (normal diffusion: D=0.125; 
anomalous diffusion: D=0.125, α=0.6; diffusion with flow: D=0.25, V=0.4; confined 











The normal diffusion gives a straight line through the origin. In the case of 
anomalous diffusion, in which α is a number between 0 and 1, the curve has a decreasing 
slope. In the case of diffusion with flow, a constant flow velocity (V) leads to a quadratic 
increase of MSD with time. In the last case, a molecule diffuses within a confined region. 
The 2Cr  corresponds to the effective area of the confinement. The other parameters in 
equation (8), A1 and A2, relate to the confinement geometry, and are not easily obtained 
analytically [3]. 
 Using single molecule tracking as explained in Chapter 2, the position of the 
single dye molecule is determined to be the pixel with the maximum fluorescence 
intensity on the CCD image. With 100 ms time intervals, Fig 3.8 shows a typical data set, 
where single molecules show significantly different translational motions. These 
translational motions can be roughly divided into three kinds of behaviors: first, a large 
percentage of molecules are moving around within a small area; second, some molecules 
can travel a long distance in the same thin film; and last, some molecules are locked in 
one location.  
The different translational dynamics shown by the same molecules reside in the 
same polymer thin films are the direct evidences of spatial heterogeneity. Within the 
polymers near Tg, the dynamics are not uniform. Fig 3.9 shows a cartoon of spatially 
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Fig 3.8 A typical data set of single Alexa dye molecule’s translational motions in 
thin PIPA films at T = 55 ºC. Molecules show significantly different kinds of motions: 1) 
molecule 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 are diffusing within a small area; 2) molecule 4, 7 moved a long 
distance; 3) molecule 9, 10, 11, 12 are clearly immobile molecules; 4) molecule 8’s 
motion is a combination of 2 and 3, traveling a long distance then moving around in a 




 Fig 3.9 Schematic illustration of regions of spatially heterogeneous dynamics of 
polymer near Tg. These regions are on the order of ξhet in dimension (typically a few 
nanometers). Reproduced from Ref [1] 
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 In the fast region, with the low viscosity and possibly low energy barrier, 
molecules (1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 in Fig 3.8) can move around relatively free. In the slow 
region, molecules are locked in place, and a much higher energy barrier has to be 
overcome before the molecules (9, 10, 11, and 12 in Fig 3.8) can translate. 
At the same time, the different regions are not distinguished by the sharp line as in 
Fig 3.9; due to the relaxation process, the fast region may become slow region at a later 
time, and vise versa. That gives the possibility that some molecules (4, 7 in Fig 3.8) can 
travel from one fast region to another fast region without passing through the slow 
region.  
 In order to study the translational diffusion in PIPA thin films near Tg, 
experiments were performed at different temperatures at the Tg < T < 1.2 Tg range. From 
the translational trajectories, the mean square displacement (MSD) of each single 
molecule can be calculated. The different translational dynamics comparison at different 
temperatures is shown at Fig 3.10.  
At higher temperatures, the single molecules move faster compared with motions 
at lower temperatures. In agreement with the bulk experiment [1, 46], molecules that 
exhibit increased motions also photo bleach faster. A possible reason is because increased 
motion enhances the possibility of collision with oxygen molecules, and gets photo 
bleached. As a result, most molecules with translational motions photo bleach within 10 
seconds under laser excitation (0.5 kW/cm
2
). At the same time the immobile molecules 
can stay fluorescent for much longer periods (1 ~ 2 min). Under this experimental limit, 
the MSD vs. time curves shown in Fig 3.10 can be separated into two different models 


















































Fig 3.10 Left: Mean square displacement (MSD) comparison of single dye molecules 
(Alexa) in PIPA thin films at different temperatures.  



























Confined diffusion fit for MSD at 5 C





















Confined diffusion fit for MSD at 10 C
 
Fig 3.11 Confined diffusion fits for the single dye molecules (Alexa) translational 
diffusion in PIPA thin films at T = 5 ºC and 10 ºC.  
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Normal diffusion fit for MSD at 40 C
 





















Normal diffusion fit for MSD at 50 C
 






















Normal diffusion fit for MSD at 55 C
 
Fig 3.12 Normal diffusion fits for the single dye molecules (Alexa) translational diffusion 
in PIPA thin films at T = 40 ºC, 50 ºC, and 55 ºC.  
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At T = 5 ºC and 10 ºC (T< 1.1 Tg) the translational dynamics clearly follow the 
confined diffusion model. Fig 3.11 shows the fits of the MSD vs. lag time curves to the 
confined diffusion model Equation (8). The fits yield the effective confinement. They are 
around (120nm) 
2
 for 5 ºC, and (150nm) 
2
 for 10 ºC. The parameters, A1 and A2, relate to 
the confinement geometry, and assuming the confined areas are circular [47], the 









/s, respectively. These confined areas are much bigger than the heterogeneity sizes 
(several nanometers). Most likely they are the dimensions of the low density area in the 
polymer matrix. At T < 1.1 Tg, dye molecules can translate slowly within this low 
density area, possibly from one fast region to another fast region [1], but can not 
overcome the energy barrier of the confined area.  
 At T = 40 ºC, 50 ºC and 55 ºC (T ~ 1.2 Tg), the MSD has a linear relationship 
with time, following the normal diffusion model, see Fig 3.12. That means, for the 
average of the total analyzed moving molecules, 98 molecules at 55 ºC, 80 molecules at 
50 ºC and 76 molecules at 40 ºC, the molecular behavior follows a random walk within 
the polymer matrix [48]. However, this is the statistical result of many molecules. For 
individual molecule’s motion, as seen in Fig 3.13, different molecules show different 
kinds of single molecule’s MSD curves with time. So the result is, although on average 
the MSD obeys the normal diffusion model, the spatial heterogeneity still exist at this 
temperature (T = 1.2 Tg).  
The single probe molecule’s translational dynamics within the PIPA thin films are 

































Fig 3.13 Individual molecules MSD vs. time curves. These curves are the 8 moving 
molecules at 55ºC PIPA thin films in Fig 3.9. Although the average diffusion at 55ºC 
follows the normal diffusion model, these 8 molecules show different diffusion 
behaviors.  
 
Table 3.1 Temperature dependence, population of moving molecules, D and different 
translational diffusion model in PIPA thin films:  




/s) Diffusion model 
278 N. A.  25 Confined diffusion 
283 N. A.  31 Confined diffusion 
333 30% 6.3*10
2
 Normal diffusion 
353 55% 9.0*10
2
 Normal diffusion 
358 60% 1.2*10
3




 Single molecule methods were used to study the polymer dynamics near the glass 
transition temperature at the single molecule level, beyond ensemble averaging. 3D 
single molecule orientation determination is used to study the orientational diffusion of 
probe molecules within PIPA polymer thin films at T < 1.1 Tg. Due to the spatial 
heterogeneity, single probe molecules show dramatically different rotational motions. 
Autocorrelation analysis shows the rotational diffusion dramatically changes its 
correlation time within different local environments. The translational diffusion was 
studied using single molecule tracking. At T < 1.1 Tg, the single probe molecule 
translational diffusion appears to follow the confined flow model. The effective 
confinement area is larger at higher temperature. At T > 1.1 Tg, the results show the probe 
molecules are more likely at the normal diffusion model. By averaging all the molecules’ 
translational motions, at T ~ 1.2 Tg, the MSD analysis yields normal diffusion behavior. 
That corresponds to the bulk result that there is no heterogeneity at 1.2 Tg or higher. 
However with the single molecule tracking method, the individual molecules show all 
kinds of diffusion behaviors. That suggests that even at 1.2 Tg, the spatial heterogeneity 
still exists.  





3-DETECTOR METHODS TO DETERMINE THE 3-D 
ORIENTATION OF SINGLE MOLECULE 
4-1 Different methods to determine the 3-D orientation of single molecules 
 
 During the past decade, single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy has opened a 
new window to the nanometer scale. Detection of fluorescence from single molecules has 
become an increasingly important tool for studying microscopic properties in physics, 
chemistry, molecular biology, and other areas of science, [49] because it gives access to 
local physical and chemical properties and because it overcomes the loss of information 
by ensemble averaging. One important dynamic property of single molecules in many 
systems is molecular orientation. Various photo physical parameters of a single molecule 
depend on the orientation of the molecule’s absorption or emission dipole moment. 
Fluorophores preferentially absorb photons polarized parallel to the transition dipoles of 
the molecules [50]. These dipoles have well-defined orientations with respect to the 
molecular axis. Similarly, emission also occurs with light polarized along this axis.  
 Various methods have been developed to determine orientations of single 
molecules [2, 25-28, 51-53]. They can be separated roughly into two kinds of methods: 
two-dimensional [51, 52] and three-dimensional [2, 25-28, 53]. The two-dimensional 
method measures the fluorescence anisotropy of single molecules. It is used in many 
applications in which it is sufficient to measure only the component of molecular 
orientation within the plane perpendicular to the optical axis of the microscope. This 
works best for low numerical aperture (NA) collection, but has significant problems at 




 Fig 4.1 Schematic experimental setup: the polarization of light emitted by a single 
molecule depends on the orientation of the transition dipoles with respect to the detection 
system. The two orthogonally polarized components of the signal are separated by a 
polarizing cube beam splitter. 
 
A schematic experimental setup of a typical two-dimensional orientational measurement 
is shown in Fig 4.1 [50]. In 2D experiment, a circularly-polarized light is normally used 
for excitation. The double arrow in Fig 4.1 represents the transition dipole of the single 
molecule. Then the fluorescence from the single molecules passes the polarization beam 
splitter, separated into two orthogonal polarizations. The ratio of counts at the two 
polarizations (IS and IP) is then used to approximate the in-plane orientation of the 
fluorescence transition dipole. The reduced linear dichoism d can be calculated from IP 
and IS. This value d is frequently used to study the molecular rotational dynamics. 










     (1) 
 There is a disadvantage of two-dimensional method. Because the molecular 
emission is dipolar in nature, when high NA objective is used to collect the fluorescence, 
the dipolar nature out-of-plane emission contribution to the fluorescence signal have to be 
considered. The standard two-dimensional orientational analysis is valid only in the limit 
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that emission is collected though an infinitely small cone angle (zero numerical aperture). 
Using finite numerical aperture objectives will influence the orientation determination, 
but is incorrectly ignored in most analyses. 
 True three-dimensional methods can determine the full three-dimensional 
orientation of single molecules. It can be further divided into those in which the spatial 
intensity pattern of the emission is analyzed [2, 25-27, 29, 30] and those in which the 
polarization of the emission is analyzed [4, 28, 53]. Both techniques are capable of 
yielding enough information to determine the complete three-dimensional orientation of 
the single molecule. The emission pattern fitting method, which was already discussed in 
detail in Chapters 2 and 3, require collection of a considerable number of photons, 
followed by complex and time-consuming image analysis. As a result, the fastest time 
scale it can access is around 100 ms.  
 In contrast, Fourkas [4] proposed a method where the signal of three detectors can 
be exploited to obtain the full orientation information without fitting. Consider a 
molecule embedded in a medium of index of refraction n (Fig 4.2) that is observed using 
an objective with a numerical aperture of NA, so the light from the molecule is collected 
over a cone angle of α = sin
-1
(NA/n). The orientation of the fluorescence transition dipole 
(D) with respect to the z axis is described with the spherical-coordinate angles Θ and Φ, 
kjiD ˆcosˆsinsinˆcossin Θ+ΦΘ+ΦΘ=  (Fig 4.2). Similarly, the propagation vector (P) 
of an individual ray of fluorescence is described by the coordinates θ and φ, 





 Fig 4.2 Schematic figure of a transition dipole orientation. From Ref [4]. The 
double arrow represent the transition dipole D, with spherical-coordinate angles (Θ, Φ); 
the dashed arrow represents the propagation vector P of an individual ray of fluorescence, 
with coordinates (θ, φ); the x, y and z coordinates represent the microscope coordinates 
with the z axis passing through the center of the objective.  
 
The electric-field polarization vector of a given ray of any direction, η, can be calculated 



























η  (2) 
 
Where the three rows of the matrix correspond to the components along the x, y and z 
axis, respectively.   
From Equation (2), the polarization vector of light at any position on the objective 
for a given orientation of the molecule can be calculated. In the experiment, the 
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microscope objective causes all of the rays that it collects to propagate along the z axis. 
Rotating each propagation ray accordingly [4] leads to  
 
( ) ( )





















η      (3) 
  
After passing through a polarizer in the x-y plane that transmits light of a polarization that 
makes an angle γ with the x axis, then the magnitude of the electric field that makes it 
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     (4) 
   
where Etot (t, t + t) is the total electric field amplitude generated by the molecule in this 
time period.  The intensity of this ray after passing through the polarizer is given by the 
square of equation (4). This is the intensity at a detector placed after the polarizer at 
azimuthal angles of 0º, 45º, 90º and 135º, integrated over φ from 0 to 2π and over θ from 
0 to α yields [4] 
( ) ( )( )ΦΘ+Θ++=ΦΘ 2cossinsin,, 220 CBAttII tot τ   (5a) 
( ) ( )( )ΦΘ+Θ++=ΦΘ 2sinsinsin,, 2245 CBAttII tot τ   (5b) 
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( ) ( )( )ΦΘ−Θ++=ΦΘ 2cossinsin,, 2290 CBAttII tot τ   (5c) 





























−−−=C     (6c) 
The three unknown parameters in equations (5), Θ, Φ and Itot (t,t+τ) can be determined 
from any three of these intensities. Following Fourkas’ predictions, we use 0º, 45º and 
90º to get 
 























































ttI tot τ    (8) 
 



























     (9) 
The orientation determination from equations (7) and (9) doesn’t require obtaining a 
spatial intensity pattern, but just the collecting of enough photons at the three detectors. 




4-2 3-detector method experiment set up  
 
 In this section, the two methods, three-dimensional emission pattern fitting and 
the three-detector polarization method, are compared by the following experiment. The 
outlined experimental setup is shown in Fig 4.3. Similar to the previous experimental 
setup in Chapter 2, a 514 nm laser line, passes through a 1.4 NA 100× oil-immersion 
objective, and is used to excite the sample. Then the fluorescence emitted from the single 
molecule is collected by the same objective. To do the emission pattern fitting, as in 
Chapter 2, the fluorescence was directed to a CCD camera and the images were recorded 
and analyzed by our emission pattern fitting programs.  
 The second part of the experimental setup was for the three-detector 
measurement. It is basically a confocal microscope setup combined with TIR 
illumination. First, the fluorescence collected by the microscope objective was aligned to 
go through a 150 µm pinhole. This enabled us to only collect the fluorescence from a 1.5 
µm diameter area of the sample plane, which means that for well-dispersed fluorophores, 
the emission from only one molecule can be recorded at a time. Second, the focused 
fluorescence was collimated by an achromatic doublet lens (25 mm focal length) and 
separated by 50/50 beam splitter. After that, one beam goes through a polarizing cube 
beam splitter (Newport), and further divided into two beams, the horizontal (0º) and 
vertical components (90º). These two signals were recorded by two photomultiplier 
modules (PMT H7422-40, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan). The other fluorescence light 
beam goes through the second polarizing cube beam splitter, which was rotated to 45º 
with respect to the optic table to serve as the 45º polarizer. The fluorescence light then 
was focused by another achromatic doublet lens (25 mm focal length) onto a single 
photon-counting module (SPCM-AQR-WX, Perkin-Elmer, Fremont, CA). Finally, all the 
three channels of signals were directed to the 4 channel Time-Correlated Single Photon 
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Counting (TCSPC) router ( HRT-41, Photonic Solutions Plc, UK), connected to the 
Becker-Hickl Board (SPC-630, Becker & Hickl GmbH, Germany ). The computer 
controlled program records the time traces of photons in each of the three channels at 50 
ns intervals. Then the time traces of the three detectors can be used to calculate the 






 Fig 4.3 Experiment setup for comparing 3D methods of determining the 
orientation of single molecules. The excitation light is a 514 nm line of a CW argon ion 
laser focus on the sample through a 1.4 NA 100× oil-immersion objective, and then it 
undergoes TIR at the sample-air interface. The fluorescence emitted from the single 
molecule is collected by the same objective, passes the dichroic mirror, and is further 
filtered by a dielectric long pass filter blocking scattered and back-reflected laser light.  
For emission pattern fitting, the fluorescence is directed to and recorded by the CCD 
camera. For the three-detector method, the fluorescence comes out from the side port, 




4-3 Results and discussion 
 
 The three-detector method uses three different detectors to measure the 
fluorescence intensities passed through polarizers with different angles. To correct for the 
different detection efficiencies, fluorescent latex beads (20 nm, Molecular Probes) were 
used to act as an isotropic emission source, in other words, the fluorescence emitted from 
these fluorescent beads are the same at all different polarizations. Therefore, after 
different angles of polarizers, the three detectors should get the same fluorescent 
intensities. After compensating for the detectors’ efficiencies, the fluorescence intensities 
were used to calculate the orientation of the single molecules.  
 The sample used to do the single molecule experiment was prepared by spin 
casting a polymer film from a solution of poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA, 
MW=350,000) and 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate 
(DiIC18, Invitrogen) in toluene onto a microscope cover glass. The final concentration of 
the solution is: 10
-4
 M for PMMA, 10
-13
 M for DiIC18. The resulting polymer film was 
approximately 100 nm thick and the dye molecules were well-separated. The glass 
transition temperature (Tg) of PMMA is 120 ºC, and the experiment was performed at 
room temperature, well below Tg of the PMMA. As discussed in Chapter 3, the 
dynamics, both translational and orientational, are so slow that the dye molecules can be 
treated as immobilized. Also former experiment results shows that the DiIC18, in this 
PMMA thin film, and this temperature range, 97% were completely immobile on our 
experimental timescales (several minutes). Under this assumption, the experimental 
procedure was to first move a single dye molecule to the confocal position, where the 
emitted fluorescence can pass the 150 µm pinhole. A scanning stage (NSOM TOPAZ 
Electronic Controller, Nanonics Imaging Ltd.) was used to hold the cover glass, and 
position the single dye molecule to the confocal position. The defocused CCD image was 
then taken for the emission pattern fit. After that, the molecule was re-focused and the 
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fluorescence directed to the microscope side port to make the three-detector 
measurement.  
θ = 57 ± 5
φ = -75 ±10
θ = 65 ± 5
φ = -80 ± 5
θ = 73 ± 5
φ = 13 ±10
θ= 80 ± 5
φ = 10 ± 5
θ = 18 ± 5
φ = -19 ±10
θ = 15 ± 2








 Fig 4.4 Typical data from pattern fit method and three-detector method. 1A, 2A, 
3A: single dye molecule fluorescence emission pattern from CCD camera, integration 
time is 100ms. 1C, 2C, 3C: single dye molecule fluorescence intensities traces detected 
from different detectors after 0º, 45º, 90º polarizers, integration time used is also 100 ms. 
B: single molecule orientation determined by the two methods.  
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 Since the single molecule is immobile, the two methods should give the same orientation 
results. Fig 4.4 shows the typical data from the two methods studying the same molecule.
 The experimental result shows that the pattern fit method and 3-detector method 
gave comparable orientation for the same single molecule.  In Fig 4.4, the CCD image of 
molecule A is a donut pattern, an out-of-plane molecule (θ=15º), means the transition 
dipole of molecule A is nearly aligned with the z axis, perpendicular to the sample plane. 
When projected to the x, y plane, there is little difference among 0º, 45º and 90º 
polarizations. Accordingly the three fluorescence intensities detected by the three 
detectors are very close. Molecule B and C are in-plane molecules. The in plane angle of 
B is 10º, so in the 3-detector data, the 0º channel intensity is much higher, and the 90º 
channel intensity is nearly zero. Similar results were obtained for molecule C (φ=-80 º), 
the 90º channel intensity is much higher than 0º channel.  
 One of the advantages of the 3-detector method is it can go faster than the pattern 
fitting method. In pattern fitting, the fastest practical time resolution is ~100 ms. By using 
the 3-detector method, we can determine the orientation of the single molecule at ~10 ms 
time resolution (Fig 4.5). The accuracy of the orientation calculated from the 3-detector 
method depends on how many photons are detected in the specific time range. The 
shorter the integral time, the more fluctuation will arise in the calculated orientation. The 
10 ms data has a higher error range compared to the 1s integral time. However, even at 
10 ms, it still gives a reasonable orientation result.  
 The accuracy of the 3-detector method is a little bit lower than emission pattern fit 
method. The emission pattern fit can give ~2º accuracy for out-of-plane molecules [2], 































1 sec interval, theta = 25º, phi = 19º































10 ms interval, theta = 25º, phi = 20º
(A) (B)
 Fig 4.5 The 3-detector data at different time resolution. Above is a set of 3-
detector data from the same single molecule.  (A): the integral time is 1 s, orientation 
calculated is θ=22º ± 2º, φ=15º ± 2º. (B): the integral time is 10 ms, orientation calculated 
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 Fig 4.6 Orientation fit result comparison for different methods. 
 Top figure: the theta fit comparison. 
 Bottom figure: the phi fit comparison. 
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Fig 4.6 is the comparison of the fitting results from these two different methods. It 
shows that for fitting results of θ, the average error range is ~10º, and for φ, it falls in the 
range of ~20º. In Fig 4.6, for some molecules, there is a large discrepancy between the 3-
detector fit and emission pattern fit. The discrepancy is not coming from the error, most 
likely coming from the rotation of the molecule during the experimental measurements. 
As stated earlier, the molecule’s emission pattern was recorded first; the 3-detector data 
were recorded after. Since most of the molecules are immobile, so the two methods will 
give compatible orientation results. However, some molecules do rotate during that time 
range, and the rotation causes the disagreement between the fitting results from these two 
methods. Also it has to be noticed that there is a two fold degeneracy of the determined 
orientation due to the symmetry of the dipole and the 3-detector experimental setup, 
resulting in a range for θ is from 0º to 90º, and φ from -90º to 90º.  
From Fig 4.5, we can see that the 3-detector method fitting give a rather close fit 
for in-plane molecules. There are two reasons. First, due to the experiment setup, the 
microscope objective can collect the fluorescence light at a cone angle of α, if the 
molecule is aligned along the z axis, only part of the fluorescence can be collected. By 
summing the intensities seen at 0º, 45º and 90º, we find that the total signal from a 
molecule aligned with the z axis is approximately half of that for a molecule in the x, y 
plane. The more photons it can collect, the more accurate the fitting result can be. 
Second, the azimuthal angle φ is a strong function of θ. Calculation shows that for a 
molecule in the x, y plane (θ = 90º), the ratio of the maximum intensity to the minimum 
intensity is ~74 [4], however for a molecule aligned in the z axis (θ = 0º), all three 
channels (0º, 45º, 90º) will measure the same intensities, making the error in φ the largest. 
 To summarize, both the emission pattern fitting and the 3-detector method can 
determine the full 3-dimensional orientation of single molecules. The emission pattern fit 
method can be used to study many single molecules at the same time, with higher 
accuracy. The 3-detector method can determine the single molecule orientation at more 
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than 10 times faster time resolution, with compensation of a larger but possibly 
acceptable error range. 
 The potential application of the 3-detector method is to study the reorientation 
dynamics in the glassy state polymer above the glass transition temperature. The results 
from the former chapters shows that, at 1.1Tg < T < 1.2Tg range, the single molecules 
embedded in the polymer matrix show little translational dynamics. However their 
orientational dynamics were too fast to detect by the emission pattern fit method. From 
this point, the 3-detector method maybe a better solution for this task. Its faster time 
resolution for orientation determination may give more insight into this area.  
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